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Proto-Pasta - 1.75mm Magnetic Iron 

Filament 

PRODUCT ID: 2797  

 

 

 

 Description 

Pici up this filament today! It'd be Fusilli not to buy this filament! We can't tagliatelle you enough about 

this filament. Are these puns Spirali-ng out of control?  

Sorry! We had to get that out of our system. This Proto-Pasta Magnetic Iron Filament from ProtoPlant 

opens up a new world of fun, rustic looking 3-D printed creations. This filament behaves similarly to iron - 

even to the point of rusting - making it a great choice for costumes and props. 



Since this filament behaves similarly to iron, it's actually "ferromagnetic" as opposed to magnetic.  This 

means that magnets will stick to items printed with this filament but 3D Printed items will not behave as 

magnets. And, of course, even though it has the word "Pasta" in the name, its not for eating. 

This is 1.75mm filament and is made in the USA by Proto-Pasta. Check out the proto-pasta site for more 

info and frequently asked questions about this filament! 

 

 Technical Details 

o 1.75mm filament 

o 500g is on a 8" diameter spool 

o Usable on most PLA-compatible printers, such as FlashForge, Ultimaker, Printrbot, and more! 

o In filament form, FEPLA is slightly more brittle than standard PLA, and requires extra care when 

handling.  

o 0.6mm nozzle and 190-210C (a bit cooler than stardard PLA) is recommended for the best 

experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                             Engineered in NYC Adafruit ® https://www.adafruit.com/product/2797 5‐26‐17 
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